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Abstract 

 

The positive psychological construct of flow — an optimal mental state where one is absorbed  

in a task to a level where a sense of unity between body and mind yields a sense of effortlessness 

and enjoyment — offers the potential of endowing present moment experience with value by 

fostering enjoyment and personal growth. Previous mindfulness — a present moment focus of 

attention and awareness that entails an accepting and nonjudgmental relationship with one’s 

thoughts and feelings — in sport research literature suggests greater attentional self-regulation 

may hold the key to promoting an increase in experiencing flow states. The current thesis 

presents three studies that were designed and developed to examine the connection between 

mindfulness and flow. Study 1 investigated a model connecting greater mindfulness to more 

occurrences of flow and less sport-specific anxiety and fewer pessimistic sport attributions in 

133 competitive cyclists. The research examined direct and indirect paths from mindfulness to 

the subjective state of being in flow. Paths examined were pessimistic sports attributions, sport-

specific anxiety, and flow conditions. Key findings were that higher levels of mindfulness were 

associated with significantly fewer sports-related pessimistic cognitions and significantly less 

sport-specific anxiety. Lower levels of sport-specific pessimistic attributions and sport-specific 

anxiety were associated with a higher frequency of experienced flow conditions. A higher 

frequency of flow conditions was associated with more occurrence of the subjective state of 

being in flow. The results support a model connecting mindfulness to flow experience through 

the meeting of flow conditions and through less experience of pessimism and anxiety. These 

results provided a foundation for the development of a mindfulness intervention that focused on 

increasing mindfulness to enhance the occurrence of flow through mindfulness training. Study 2 

examined the impact of a sport-tailored mindfulness-based intervention on mindfulness, flow, 

sport-anxiety, and sport-related pessimistic attributions in 47 competitive cyclists. Cyclists were 

assigned to an eight-week mindfulness intervention, which incorporated a mindful spin-bike 

training component or a wait-list control condition. Participants completed baseline and post-test 

measures of mindfulness, flow, sport-anxiety, and sport-related pessimistic attributions. The 27 

cyclists in the mindfulness intervention condition showed significantly greater increases in 

mindfulness, frequency of global flow, and increased frequency of flow conditions which are 

considered prerequisites of a flow state, relative to the 20 waitlist control participants. Between 

baseline and post-test, the greater the increase in mindfulness experienced by the intervention 
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participants, the greater the increase in the frequency of global flow and the flow conditions that 

facilitate perceptions of flow state characteristics. The intervention also impacted sport-related 

anxiety and pessimism, although these findings were mixed. These results suggested a structured 

mindfulness protocol is efficacious in promoting greater mindfulness and flow in athletes. Study 

3 examined the role of degree of engagement in a mindfulness-based intervention on 

mindfulness, flow, sport-anxiety, and sport-related pessimistic attributions in 12 athletes. 

Athletes participated in a replication study of the eight-week mindfulness intervention used in 

Study 2.  Participants completed baseline and post-test measures of mindfulness, flow, sport-

anxiety, and sport-related pessimistic attributions and filled out daily mindfulness-training 

logbooks documenting their frequency and duration of mindfulness practice. Participants were 

identified as either high engagement or low engagement with mindfulness-training based on 

logbook practice records. The five athletes high in engagement, as operationalised through 

adherence to recommended practice of mindfulness exercises, showed significantly greater 

increases in mindfulness and aspects of flow and significantly greater decreases in pessimism 

and anxiety than the seven low engagement athletes. Greater increases in mindfulness from 

baseline to post-test were associated with greater increases in flow and greater decreases in 

pessimism. Increases in flow were associated with decreases in cognitive anxiety related to the 

disruption of concentration and pessimism. These findings extend upon previous promising 

mindfulness in sport research and potentially pave the way for athletes to experience optimal 

present moments in sport. Study limitations and subsequent recommendations for future research 

are discussed.    




